OpenAirShips, SuperMox, and CoinKitty Deep Dive (ver .01):
Funding the Infrastructure for a Global Open Source Economic Revolution.
The white papers are a little abrupt. We’re human beings who like to communicate. With other human
beings. Who, in this case, may have NO IDEA wtf we’re talking about.
So let us elaborate:
SuperMox is an Operating System designed to provide absolute security and reliability for all end
users, families and larger groups.
Your Blockchain network connection will have a very exact record of when, and how, and from where
it was accessed. This is something that doesn’t fully exist at the moment, but absolutely can with the
current technologies we have at our disposal. This is not sci-fi. It’s just a simple shot across the bow
for corporate America, governments, and any third party that would wish to exploit or extort you, or
otherwise do you harm.
If someone else has accessed your database: You’ll know. And if the answer to that question is yes or
maybe, then you just instantly make yourself a new blockchain encrypted network from a recent
backup.
And all of your devices are real-time replicating as VMs across your mesh network cluster. And soon,
real-time, autonomous floating physical nodes will instantly become insanely inexpensive. That’s a big
part of what the OpenAirShips portion of this project is all about.
But let’s not get ahead of ourselves. This is our SUPER TOP SECRET PUBLIC OPEN SOURCE
PLAN.
And yes, we’re GOING TO HODL.
Our third and final start up, the ultimate pinnacle of our Jesus-Startup Founding: Will by our final
official white paper.
And every goal set forth in this paper has an exact bounty. 1/1000 of a Kitty Coin.
Please know, we’re open to branding ideas, but we have some solid ones that will come up later, as we
work with top-level software designers to implement something truly spectacular.
In the meantime, let us explain how CoinKitty will function, as a MasterNode style Coin. But don’t get
caught up in too many of the FOMO details. The reality is very simple. This will be built, and it will

make the people who build it and improve it wildly wealthy beyond their wildest dreams and
imaginations. And you’re invited to be one of those people.
There is no pre-mine. There’s no ICO. There’s no AirDrop. And there’s no investment fund. Except,
the ONLY funding, will be direct, instant, secure, and MASSIVE funding, percentage-wise of the
MasterNode Network.
There is one CoinKitty. Divisible to a tremendous amount into portions of KittyCoin. The “PreMine”
is as follows:
We’re accepting applicants to perform the following tasks:
We need a new blockchain CryptoCurrency developed that is secure, private, fast, and has several other
features. It must be mineable by billions of users, potentially many more than the billions of people on
the planet now, and those rewards must be divisible to an infinitesimally small amount. Smaller than
the current Satoshi model of Bitcoin, for example. It will be a staking and MasterNode Coin, where
holding a certain amount of Coin will allow you to be part of the network, utilizing part of your
KittyCoin as collateral to ensure the reliability and safety of the overall CoinKitty network.
The party who submits the best open source proposal within the next 6 months will receive 1/1000 of
the CoinKitty. 1/1000 of the only CoinKitty will possibly be worth 1/1000th of the entire global
economy once adoption scales rapidly across all markets.
We need a very solid and robust version of Devuan that can run on Android hardware and be the
hardware and software node of a ProxMox cluster. Please see the SuperMox project at SuperMox.me
The party who submits the best open source proposal within the next 6 months will receive 1/1000 of
the CoinKitty.
We need a very thoughtfully designed and well-configured LawnChair style Launcher built on a very
secure and encrypted private LineageOS fork. Or something along these lines. This is still very much
in the conceptual stage at the moment.
The party who submits the best open source proposal within the next 6 months will receive 1/1000 of
the CoinKitty.
Now that you understand the hard cap, and how extremely low the supply is of this coin, let us go into
details.
We will be giving off kitoshis of this coin daily (after the initial beta is really thoroughly tested). These
kitoshis can be used to secure your place in the MasterNode Network. If you are not holding enough to
run a Full Node, then you can still earn by staking. Even a tiny amount will stake every day. So
imagine earning interest on a penny. But this is a penny that is in very, very short supply. But you can
give infinitely small PIECES of this penny away at any time, using a free and open source application
that will be available on any device and any operating system or platform.
This will create a large and robust marketplace with a lot of liquidity. But only for tiny minnows
earning mere fractions of a coin. The people who REALLY earn the coin, are the people who make
incremental open source additions to the overall quality of the software, and the user experience.

All of these small incremental software projects should be easy for somebody interested to pursue as a
hobby even, and perhaps contribute something worthy of some major coinage. The bounties will be
updated constantly. There will be more chances to get 1/1000 of a coin. But not for 6 months, or what
we’re calling the Cat’s First Life. And Cat’s have Nine Lives. But we’re talking about billions of cats
here. That’s a lot of lives!
The KittyCoin MasterNode will be a highly gamified, open source, secure (you own your own keys)
MasterNode earning system. This will be a fun and easy way for young children and everyone every
other age to learn the joys of earning a tiny fraction of return as savings. Similar to the concept of
interest, but mathematically controlled by the blockchain.

Early Rough Draft Concept Art of the Mobile App Staking, Compute, Blockchain, and decentralized
gig economy platform CoinKitty.io
We expect there will also be open source, private anonymous casinos, eventually. But we’re not
interested in this, or particularly interested any of the derivative market places and apps that utilize
CoinKitty Smart Contracts. The goal is total economic freedom without restriction. We are merely
providing the initial interface and underlying infrastructure for this new completely decentralized and
open source gig economy. There is no black market. There are no taxes or fees. Only the tiny fees that
make the market infrastructure run, earned by all app users who contribute bandwidth, CPU, and
storage to the network via their smart devices or Raspberry Pis.
We ARE interested in the idea of radically improving the quality of all human (and other animal and
even plant) life. We believe the primary key to this short-term future utopia is Open Source Software
and decentralized anonymous blockchain collaboration. And while we want to be the Moses that leads

our people (all people, literally all people alive and their children and their children’s children) free, We
recognize the other saints of this new religion are already here. We stand on the backs of years and
millions of hours of human ingenuity and innovation. But now we have the digital tool to fund it. And
make it better every day in every way. And we are deputizing the entire global population to be the
saints that lead our species into a sustainable and healthy future.
An open and public bounty system will allow literally anyone, anywhere to contribute improvements to
the code or documentation. And Bounties will pay far more than any measly MasterNode or staking.
YOU have contributed directly to the future of humanity and are getting paid.
And we will also be sponsoring media bounties, for content creators to put in their creative ideas and
get rewarded for helping the rest of us effectively use the many amazing technological tools we have at
our disposal in 2019. There will also be educational bounties for people who are helping their fellow
Kitty.
The next 6 months are your opportunity to get a much larger volume of kitoshis than any future Kitties.
Because future bounties will likely be easier and more incremental, and therefore much lower in kitoshi
value.
Once we have this software and hardware stack running in a very easy to use way, and also available to
run on the Raspberry Pi or other microboards, we will also be able to put out bounties for bug reports,
documentation, and many other additional plugins, apps, or VM powered interfaces.
We’ll be interested to see what we can do with Virtual Reality. Because clearly the corporate market
hasn’t made a killer app yet in that space.
That might be another example of a future bounty. Just for fun at first, maybe getting more serious
later.
And then We’ll be very excited about starting new physical infrastructure bounties: OpenAirShips.com
will have funding bounties based on CoinKitty.io that will ensure a truly global network of distributed
peer to peer mesh network nodes that secures ALL of our data and finances.
More immediately, We’d like to see a 3rd or even 5th gen iteration of Farm.Bot. The Open Source
robotic gardening system. Imagine instead of a Farm.Bot, you have a swarm of personal solar powered
AirShip Drones that tend all the plants in your yard, and also provide surveillance and network
connectivity while growing you literally every type of heirloom food you can imagine. And then
delivering that food to you swiftly and nearly without cost anywhere in the world. These AirShips can
also 3d print housing for you anywhere in the world, and also operate as p2p mesh network nodes
earning you kitoshis in the background at all time by running the MasterNode network.
Imagine an Open Source AirShip that has interchangeable “Hot Ends”. Some of the Hot Ends are
merely iterations of the Farm.Bot “Hot Ends” that already exist: helping you plant, water, and provide
extra heat and light for growing crops in ANY climate, any time of year. Other Hot Ends can print
structures out of hemp based filament similar to any common 3d printer on the market today. Still
other Hot Ends (and larger AirShips, obviously) could pour a continuous stream of “HempAirCrete”.
We are, after all, going to have an army of free robot farmers that can float around large areas of land
and maintain massive permaculture food forests with a diversity that humans could not do on their

own, even with a lifetime of diligent focus and hard work. So imagine the economy of scale of organic
robotically grown industrial hemp. This could lead to insanely inexpensive materials, especially if you
remove all trade barriers and ONLY trade in the token that actually pays the network to operate and
evolve.
At any rate, if someone wants to jump the gun on one of these projects, and really impress us, We
might just throw you 1/1000 of the dev fund immediately. Keeping in mind that the “Dev Fund” is an
extremely large piece of an extremely small market cap.
1/1000 Bounties:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Initial Blockchain MasterNode Development CoinKitty.io initial MainNet release.
SuperMox.me beta 1 Completion.
Software Wallet and Gamified LineageOS shared masternode interface. A VERY basic game
interface for a MasterNode staking and rewards program.
UWB AirShip Network Node beta 1 Completion.
Farm.Bot AirShip Node Completion.
Live Aboard OpenAirShips.com beta 1 Completion.
Bitcoin to KittyCoin Gateway Completion and Maintenance for the first 6 months, while
training a successor.
VR chess with remote presence. Now, currently, you can’t have the VR chess paste your
friends face on a 3d avatar in your environment. But it would be cool if it did. And also
imagine their voice was stereoscopically shifting through your environment, based on where
their avatar with pasted face are. Now imagine 4 people in VR like that playing Bullshit. We
like that game with family and friends, even when we play it with Mormons and call it BS. But
imagine it’s like they are there in the room with you, and you can see their face, hear their
voice, really have a sense of PRESENCE with them. Imagine eventually the 3d modeled avatar
of your friend or family was so life-like, ray traced, and completely 3d model rendered real time
down to the slightest smirk that it would in essence be virtually the same as actual physical
presence.
MainStream Media Interview Opportunity.
Whoever gives me a Tesla Model X first.

Imagine you are paying for fractions of a penny of a coin that is worth more than all fiat reserves
combined. And imagine you have a solar-powered robot army growing you infinite organic heirloom
food in every habitat on the planet where land is affordable. OpenAirShips would allow you to fly
anywhere in the world virtually for free, and bring all the comforts of home with you, because you’re
bringing an actual home. A spacious, luxurious, insanely inexpensive robotically printed home.
Replete with kitchen, bathroom, luxury seating for 10, and maybe an area for throwing around a
football. That travels at 100 mph autonomously and safely.
Whoever builds the first one of these will definitely get 1/1000th of coin. Maybe 1/100th. We’ll see.
This is definitely one of our main bounties, but we really do need to start with the software. Because
we’re going to need software and modeling bounties for the AirShip as well, and to monetize 3d
modelers to make consistent iterative designs, and to monetize the mesh network growth.
We will also somehow have to monetize safety reporting, and issues in the systems that need
improvement, finding bugs, etc..

And we’re going to need a team to set bounties and subdivide larger bounties. We’re hiring, and
paying in a very limited supply, potentially high-value MasterNode Coin.
You can scroll through the KittyCoin MasterNode App and look for other bounties to fill, and
constantly earn by putting in work. It’s like uber for literally everything. Every Good or Service you
could need or provide available real time all over the world to everyone at all times, with a built-in
consensus bounty and security model, as well as reputation system.

